In this paper we propose a scheme by using weak-measurement-based pre-and post-flips (WMPPF) to protect the average quantum Fisher information (QFI) in the independent amplitude-damping channel (ADC) for N-qubit GHZ state and generalized N-qubit GHZ states. We also discuss the weak measurement and quantum measurement reversal (WMQMR) with the same ADC. Based on the analytical and numerical results we obtain the main result: the WMPPF can reduce the effect of dissipation on the average QFI of the phase or the frequency for GHZ state and some generalized GHZ states, and the WMQMR can reduce the effect of dissipation on the average fidelity for GHZ state and generalized GHZ states in ADC. Comparing QFI with fidelity for WMPPF or for WMQMR, a scheme protecting the average fidelity does not necessarily protect the average QFI, even with the same parameters, and vice versa. We also focus on the average QFI versus N in the phase estimation and the frequency estimation of WMPPF, both of which show the advantages over the do-nothing (DN) case. From the investigation of the QFI of weight factor, we find that increasing qubit number can protect it both for WMPPF and for DN.
which may protect the QFI and average fidelity of different multipartite entanglement systems from the noises of amplitude-damping channel (ADC) 33, 34 . And this scheme uses WM with pre-and post-flips (WMPPF). We focus on the protecting precision of phase estimation [35] [36] [37] against dissipation 2, 38 for N-qubit GHZ state where the phase sensitivity can achieve the Heisenberg limit [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] at the beginning. For comparison, we discuss another scheme 17 that uses weak measurement and quantum measurement reversal (WMQMR).
We will display the evolved average QFI and the average fidelity of WMPPF, WMQMR and do-nothing (DN) case (i.e., do nothing with the ADC), which shows that the WMPPF scheme has the advantage in the average QFI and sometimes has advantage in the average fidelity for N-qubit GHZ state. The WMQMR has advantage in average fidelity to GHZ state, but not uselful in average QFI to GHZ state. We also focus on the average QFI versus N in the phase estimation and the frequency estimation, and both the phase and the frequency estimations of WMPPF show the superiority. Our scheme has advantages not only in GHZ state but also in a lot of generalized GHZ states, i.e., our scheme is independent of the concrete coefficients (or weight parameter) of some generalized GHZ states in the QFI protecting. By comparing QFI and fidelity for any of the two schemes with the same N and the magnitude of the decoherence, we can get a conclusion that when QFI is high the fidelity is not always high and vice versa. And at last, we investigate the QFI of the weight factor for WMPPF, WMQMR and DN. The calculations infer that WMPPF can only protect the average QFI to some generalized GHZ state when time is not small, and the average QFI of WMQMR case is always below the QFI of DN case, and DN can get better QFI as the number of the qubits increases for GHZ state or generalized GHZ state. This character of DN to us means that an feasibility of resisting the decay of ADC.
Results
The schemes. In what follows, we will mainly discuss our scheme. The WMPPF is shown in Fig. 1 . This process is like this: Before the noise channel the WM is made and according to different measurement results the operations of pre-flips are applied in order to transform the protected state to some state, and after the individual noise channel ADC one can use post-flips with the state. At last we can get the evolved state. The initial state is chosen to be a N-qubit GHZ state of which has past the phase gates and the phase sensitivity can achieve the Heisenberg limit at the beginning. Our calculations of the average QFI and average fidelity are based on the evolved state after our processing. Such a procedure in this case means protecting the average QFI while not direct protecting the state. The estimation precision of phase is protected and will be higher than the DN case. Details of calculations can be found in Additional information.
In this paper, we only investigate the dissipation process: ADC. For each qubit, the Kraus operators of the ADC are refs 13, 17 and 33 = ( ) represents the probability of decay from the upper level |1〉 to the lower level |0〉, with s = e −Γt , and Γ is the energy relaxation rate and t is the evolving time.
In this paper, we assume that the N qubits go respectively through N independent quantum channels with different parameters. However, we also want to discuss a simplified version where the N qubits have the same parameters: the same WM strength the same reversing measurement strength and the same the magnitude of the decoherence, etc. And in the following discussion, we use = S to indicate this simplified version from the general version.
Weak-measurement-based pre-and post-flips. Now we proceed to analyze the scheme WMPPF in detail. We consider a N-qubit state (labeled by … N 1, , ) quantum system whose initial state is generalized GHZ
and φ 0 is the initial phase. And θ = π/2, φ 0 = 0 means GHZ state. Without loss of generality, for N independent ADCs we suppose that the phase is encoded onto its basis by Scientific RePoRTS | 7: 6160 | DOI:10.1038/s41598-017-04726-1 each of these N unitary phase gates:
i.e., we choose each of these N phase gates acting on each of the qubits 13, 41, [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] . Then we can get the input state as refs 2, 36 and 49
and it can get the Heisenberg limit if θ = π/2 at the beginning, where φ is the phase to be measured 50 . In following we will see that all the derived equations for use are dependent on |β|, while they do not rely on β, so that we need not to consider the concrete values of φ and φ 0 in the discussing of this paper (i.e., any values for them have the same result for the average QFI, fidelity and probability).
As Fig. 1 depicts the beginning of the processing, We first use two WM operators to measure each qubit of the N-qubit generalized GHZ state:
Then we use F i 1 and F j 2 acting on the qubits according to the two different measurement results as shown in Fig. 1 
represent identity unitary operator and flipping operator according to the i and j of the solution of M i 1 and M j 2 of the WM, respectively. Here we have
indicate a concrete combination according to the solution of the WM (details are in the Additional information). Then, the N qubits pass through the ADC. After the ADC, F 1 or F 2 are used again on each qubit, the same as those used before they pass into the ADC. That is to say, if at first the measurement is M 1 , then before the ADC we use F 1 , and after ADC we still use it. Or if at first the measurement is M 2 , then before and after the ADC we will use F 2 .
From processing of the scheme WMPPF in Fig. 1 , at last, we can get the evolved normalized matrix ρ out . The processing has 2 N kind results of ρ out which come from the 2 N kind measurement results of the WM. Although the results of ρ out is different, they have similar structure which can give us the chance to calculate their average QFI and average fidelity analytically. Because the WM with the pre-and post-flips are complete, this scheme always has a probability of 1, which also can be testified from Eq. (12) of Additional information. The average QFI of WMPPF then is (see Additional information for detailed calculations) Above if we suppose θ = π/2, including GHZ state, and φ, φ 0 can be any value. However, from this expression, we can see that the average QFI of WMPPF is independent with φ. And from this expression, if we divide the numerator and the denominator with s N on each fraction of the right side of the equal sign, we can find that average QFI get the maximum for any N when r = 0 (i.e., s = 1). We can also get the average fidelity of WMPPF (see the Additional information for detailed calculations): It can be easily found from Eqs (2) and (3) that for r = 0 and p = 1 − p the average QFI and the average fidelity can get the maximums N 2 and 1 for GHZ state, respectively. And from this we can conclude that when r = 0, p = 1/2 is the optimal p value both for average QFI and average fidelity. And this condition can help us to choose p to draw the start point (i.e., at r = 0) of the curve evolving with r where the average QFI and the average fidelity begin to evolve from the maximal values. However, this condition can not help to get the maximal average QFI and the maximal average fidelity while r > 0, and for r > 0 the optimal p for average QFI and the optimal p for average fidelity both still need numerical calculation to decide.
Weak measurement and quantum measurement reversal. For comparing QFI with fidelity, we also investigate another scheme which is called weak measurement and quantum measurement reversal (WMQMR) 17, 18, 51, 52 . WMQMR scheme has an advantage in protecting the fidelity, so we want to calculate the average QFI and average fidelity and to see if the two protections are consistent with each other. Let us introduce this scheme. At first, the scheme is to use WM on each of the N-qubit generalized GHZ state before ADC. And then the N-qubit generalized GHZ state pass through the ADC. After the ADC, we use reversing measurement on each of the N qubits, Hence we can get the evolved ρ out . This is the overall process of WMQMR. The WM operator of WMQMR is
As the weak measurement and quantum measurement reversal only have one measurement operator respectively on each qubit, they are incomplete (or partial) measurements on N-qubit. Hence they only have one successful case while the other cases have been discarded. And here the two WMs do not be accompanied with the pre-and post-flips before and after the ADC respectively. Based on the Additional information, we can calculate the average QFI of the WMQMR ) and the probability and the fidelity of it with the same parameters and same ADCs. The success probability of the WMQMR is
and average fidelity of the WMQMR is
Note that here the average fidelity Fid WMQMR has been divided by P WMQMR .
into Eqs (4), (5) and (6) for WMQMR case, we can get the average QFI, probability and average fidelity of N-qubit generalized GHZ state for general versions and simplified versions of the DN case (i.e., pure evolution of ADC), respectively. Comparing Eq. (7) with Eq. (4), we can find that
, which means WMQMR scheme in average QFI is worthless to discuss. However, its average fidelity is higher than the Fid DN and so worth discussing.
Analysis.
We now proceed to analyze the figures we have drawn. For simplicity, all the figures we will discuss are based on the simplified version formulas mentioned before. In this paper, WMPPF is the scheme whose WM strength p is not optimized for QFI or fidelity, and p can be any value in [0, 1] except being provided beforehand. And MWMPPF indicates the maximal average QFI or average fidelity of WMPPF by the optimization of some parameters, e.g., p. It indicate maximal protection of WMPPF on QFI or fidelity. In this paper we use WMPPF to indicate not optimized scheme and MWMPPF to indicate optimized one. below we sometimes use WMPPF and sometimes use MWMPPF which collectively refers to WMPPF scheme. Figure 2 (a) is the average QFI vs. r with N = 10, θ = π/2. It is easy to find from the figure that the MWMPPF scheme is all higher than the DN case, which means by using the MWMPPF we can improve the measurement accuracy of the phase. F MWMPPF is the maximum of the F WMPPF by adjusting the parameter p, which is always 0.5 at r = 0 but it may slightly deviate from 0.5 when r > 0, and this is demonstrated as celeste dot line in Fig. 2(a) . In WMPPF, we only use the WM but do not use the reversing measurement 51 because the non-complete reversing measurement can decrease the probability and hence can heavily decrease the average QFI. The WMQMR get lower average QFI than the DN case also because the reversing measurement will decrease the probability and so greatly decreases the average QFI. Here note that in Fig. 2(a) we do not draw the curve of the average QFI of GHZ state for WMQMR because it is lower than F DN for all r in [0, 1], which has been mentioned already. Figure 2 (b) shows average fidelity vs. r for the same situation with Fig. 2(a) . From it, Fid MWMPPF (we call Fid MWMPPF the maximal average fidelity of Fid WMPPF , which depends on different optimized p on different r) are not always larger than Fid DN . For Fid WMQMR , we provide p 1 = p r = 0.2 as an example. Contrasting (a) with (b) on the same r infers that: the WMPPF can protect the average QFI but this scheme can not protect fidelity very well even for MWMPPF, and WMQMR can protect the average fidelity but can not protect the average QFI at all. So for WMPPF or for WMQMR, a scheme protecting the average fidelity of GHZ state does not necessarily protect the average QFI of it and vice versa.
In Fig. 3(a) we give the average QFI of WMPPF vs. p and r with N = 10, θ = π/2. In Fig. 3(b) , we give the average fidelity of WMPPF vs. p and r with the same parameters as Fig. 3(a) . From them we can see that F MWMPPF and Fid MWMPPF depends different optimized p with different r > 0, which are the maximal average QFI of the WMPPF F WMPPF and the maximal average fidelity of the WMPPF Fid WMPPF corresponding to the ridge lines of the two figures respectively. And the two p-r-plane projection lines of these two ridge lines are just the p value curves in Fig. 2(a,b) respectively. It is clear that p = 0.5 is the optimal value for both F MWMPPF and Fid MWMPPF at r = 0 (i.e., 100 and 1 separately), while the optimal p values for F MWMPPF and for Fid MWMPPF are different and they both deviated from 0.5 when r > 0. And the two figures depict that their maximal values evolving with r > 0 are very different, respectively. In Fig. 3(b) when r changes to 0.134 where the optimal p of the average fidelity is 0.538 and the maximal average fidelity is 0.5005. However, when r = 0.135 or larger than it, the maximal average and Fid WMPPF (i.e., the maximal average fidelity: Fid MWMPPF ) are corresponding to the ridge lines of the two figures, respectively. It is clear that p = 0.5 is the optimal value for F MWMPPF and Fid MWMPPF at r = 0, while the optimal p values for F MWMPPF and for Fid MWMPPF are deviated from 0.5 with different features when r > 0.
fidelity Fid MWMPPF will become 0.5 with p = 1 and the measurement style suddenly jumps to strong measurement. This means strong measurement will has the advantage than the WM after this turning point. This also gives the reason why Fid MWMPPF in Fig. 2(b) has a transition by a turning point. Contrasting Fig. 3(a) with (b) infers that even on the same r > 0 and p for WMPPF, the evolving of the maximal average QFI and the maximal average fidelity are very different, i.e., protecting the average fidelity does not necessarily protect the average QFI and vice versa.
In Fig. 4 , we can see WMPPF can get better average fidelity than WMQMR when WMQMR has large probability (i.e., P WMQMR is toward 1) and r is not too small. And if we choose p 1 = p r →1 (i.e., toward strong measurement) the probability P WMQMR is so small that is toward 0, the average fidelity Fid WMQMR is toward 1. This is consistent with the results of refs 17, 51 and 53 whose core idea is greatly increasing the fidelity or concurrence at the cost of greatly decreasing the probability.
Above we mainly discuss the N-qubit GHZ state where |α| = |β| (θ = π/2) and φ 0 = 0. If α β | | ≠ | | θ π ≠ ( /2), it is non-maximally entangled state or generalized GHZ state. Numerical calculations show that when α > β (0 < θ < π/2), the WMPPF can protect the generalized GHZ state in average QFI like GHZ state discussed while it can not protect the average fidelity well. Here we draw Fig. 5 to show this case as an example. Figure 5(a) shows that the WMPPF can protect the average QFI of the generalized GHZ state (e.g., θ = π/4) just as GHZ state. Figure 5 (b) shows that WMQMR can give better protection for the generalized GHZ state (θ = π/4) on average fidelity than WMPPF while its probability does not decrease too much, and it is obviously that the MWMPPF has nearly less average fidelity than DN case when r is not too large and too small. Although WMPPF in this case does (3) Fid DN in this condition only has a value and P DN = 1, which we plot a hexagram to indicate. And for WMQMR, the top blue point in the heart of the hexagram, which indicates that the top blue point is actually the DN case (i.e., p 1 = p r = 0) and its probability is 1. WMPPF can get better average fidelity than WMQMR when WMQMR has large probability (i.e., near 1).
Figure 5.
(a) Average QFI and the optimal p vs. r with N = 10, θ = π/4. (1) F MWMPPF (red full line) is the maximum of F WMPPF by choosing the optimal p value as r varies; (2) the optimal p value for average QFI of F MWMPPF (celeste dotted line) according to r can be drawn at the same parameters with the coordinate scale on the right edge of the figure; (3) F DN (blue dashed line) for DN case. (b) Average fidelity and the optimal p and probability vs. r with N = 10, θ = π/4. (1) Fid WMQMR (purple full line) is the average fidelity of WMQMR, we provide its p 1 = p r = 0.2 as an example and its probability is: (2) P WMQMR (magenta dashed line) with the same parameters; (3) Fid MWMPPF (asterisk line); (4) the optimal p value for Fid MWMPPF (celeste dotted line) as r varies; (5) Fid DN (blue dashed line). not protect well the state which initially is GHZ state, it can protect the average QFI and can acquire the high measurement precision of the phase. This gives us a conclusion that when the state evolving with r from its initial GHZ state in ADC, maybe our WMPPF scheme causes larger deviation than the DN case while phase measurement of the former get larger precision than the latter.
Both Figs 2 and 5 display that the optimal p values for average QFIs that are plotted with celeste dotted lines are not in accordance with the optimal p value for average fidelities. It can be inferred that the optimizing average QFI and average fidelity by p are two different things that need not be consistent. Sometimes they may be conflict to each other. Contrasting (a) with (b) of both Figs 2 and 5 on the same r infers that: the WMPPF can protect the average QFI but this scheme can not protect fidelity very well even for MWMPPF, and WMQMR can protect the average fidelity but can not protect the average QFI at all (note that we do not draw the F WMQMR in Figs 2 and 5 ). So for WMPPF or for WMQMR, a scheme protecting the average fidelity of GHZ state does not necessarily protect the average QFI of it and vice versa. Hence, if we want to seek the way of protecting average QFI, protecting the state is not always effective. The optimal p for average QFI demonstrated in Figs 2 and 5 are around to 0.5. p = 0.5 means the weak measurement and the pre-flips can be replaced by stochastic 1 2 -probability pre-flips for all qubits of the GHZ state or for some generalized GHZ state, where post-flip flipping or not is still based on the pre-flip flipping or not for each qubit. And if needed, p = 0.5 can be used for implementing the approximated MWMPPF for average-QFI protection with simpler process and less apparatus, and the average QFI can decrease not too much comparing to the strict MWMPPF which comes from optimized WMPPF by p.
When π/2 < θ < π (|α| < |β|), average-QFI protection of WMPPF can be effective only when r is in the range close to 1 due to [0, 1] , and for simplicity here we do not draw the figure to display it. Actually, when θ→π α β  ( ) , the WMPPF can do much more protecting of the average fidelity of this generalized GHZ state than WMQMR does (e.g., θ = 3π/4 in Fig. 6 ). In Fig. 6 , we provide p 1 = p r = 0.2 to WMQMR as an example. However, in this case, average-QFI protection can be effective only when r is in a very narrow range of [0, 1] that is close to 1. So in this case, it needs a trade off between the WMPPF and DN.
It is clear from above figures of fidelity in this paper that different schemes mentioned have different advantages for different r. So if in practise, we need a trade off to use the different schemes or even DN case to optimize the average fidelity for different r.
In Fig. 7(a) , we depict the QFI of phase estimation against qubit number N, i.e., average QFI of phase φ and the optimal p vs. N with N = 1 to 20 while r = 0.3. From it, the F WMPPF is larger than F DN and the F MWMPPF is the maximum of F WMPPF by optimize the value of p, and the optimal N of F MWMPPF , F WMPPF and F DN are 11, 11 and 6, respectively. Moreover, numerical calculation shows that if r is smaller the optimal N for the three ones will become larger, e.g., if we we only change r to 0.1 and keep other parameters used in Fig. 7(a) unchanged, the optimal N of the three ones are 37, 37 and 21. Now we consider to the frequency estimation. We know that here the phase is accumulated by the frequency with time instead of the phase gate of phase estimation. As the estimated parameter now corresponds to ω = φ/t where φ is the phase of the unitary rotation by the phase gate, the QFI via a parameter change just rescales. This change can be true for our phase gate = φ σ φ − U e i /2 z is commutate with the WMPPF. In frequency estimation, F ω /t is usually the objective we are focused. Here Fig. 7(b) is about average QFI of frequency ω divided by t and p of F MWMPPF (or the optimal p of F WMPPF ) vs. N with N = 1 to 160 and Γ = 0.3 while p and t are optimized. Note here in Fig. 7(a) only p is optimized. As average QFI of frequency is the average QFI of phase multiplying = ω ⁎ t F F t : 2 2 , so in Fig. 7(b) average QFI of ω divided by t can be expressed by average QFI of phase multiplying t: F ω /t = Ft 10, 12, 32 . This then give us a way to directly calculate the average QFI of frequency by the former formulas of calculating the average QFI of phase. So in this situation, we can equally express F ω /t as Ft for different cases(i.e., WMPPF, DN). Note that here we still need not to consider WMQMR case for it is always smaller than DN according to the calculations. Thus from Fig. 7(b) , it is easy to see that the F WMPPF t is larger than F DN t. And F MWMPPF t is nearly coincident with the F WMPPF t with p = 0.5. Especially when N ≥ 56, they are completely the same curve, which means in this case (i.e., N ≥ 56) the optimal p value is equal to 0.5. In Fig. 7 , comparing MWMPPF with WMPPF whose p is 0.5, we can find that WM make more contribution in protecting the average QFIs of phase than that of frequency. Comparing with the DN scheme according to both N and the optimal N (i.e., N according to peak value of QFI) in Fig. 7(a,b) , we can see that WMPPF scheme can get higher average QFIs, which means it is effective in protecting the average QFIs on phase estimation and frequency estimation.
Below we turn to discuss the QFI of weight factor θ of the initial state for the three cases, where the initial state has been given earlier in this article. From the detailed analysis in the Additional information, we know that WMPPF can only protect the average QFI of weight factor θ when θ > π/2 and r is not small (especially, when θ is closer to π, r can be smaller). We draw a figure in the Additional information to show it. Calculations show that the QFI of θ of WMQMR is always lower than that of DN for any
to any θ and any qubit number N, so we need not to discuss it. Comparing the WMPPF and DN, when θ ≤ π/2, or θ > π/2 but r is small, DN has advantage. And based on many numeric calculations, for any θ and any r, when N increases, both QFIs for WMPPF and DN will increase. Here for simplicity, we only draw a figure (i.e., Fig. 8 ) of QFI of DN to show this character. In Fig. 8 , when N is changed from 1 to 16 for GHZ state (thus θ = π/2), QFIs in the curves gradually increase corresponding from the left to the right as tagged in the figure (Note that here when
which is just the same expression as in the work 36 ). So we can give a conclusion that increasing the qubit number N of GHZ state or generalized GHZ state will help us to resist the dissipation of ADC. figure) . It is clear from it that the lager N leads to lager QFI for any r.
Discussion
In this paper, for resist the dissipation of the QFI, we investigate the effect of the protocol by using the tools: WM, pre-flips and post-flips, and give the general formulas to calculate the average QFIs and average fidelities for both GHZ state and generalized GHZ states. Based on the formulas we have demonstrated that we can effectively protect average QFIs of the phase and frequency of the N-qubit GHZ state and some generalized GHZ state in ADC for any 0 < θ ≤ π/2, any φ and φ 0 , which is our main result in this paper. And when π/2 < θ < π, the average-QFI protection is effective only for r near 1. However, the WMQMR scheme is not useful in average QFI in ADC for GHZ state and generalized GHZ states. Our scheme is different from the former reaserch 51 which has used reversing measurement However, the reversing measurement will decrease the probability for its non-complete measurement. This will bring us a question whether we will count the failed measurements result into the total measurement times. For fairly comparison, we count them into the total measurement times, and numerical calculations infer that the decreasing of the probability is harmful to the average QFI. Therefore, we do not use reversing measurement in our WMPPF scheme. We have also displayed that the evolving average fidelity of WMPPF, WMQMR and the DN case, which shows that the WMPPF scheme has some advantages on the average fidelity than the DN case for N-qubit GHZ state only at some special time. And the WMQMR scheme have advantages on both GHZ state and generalized GHZ states, with the cost of a decreasing probability. So for fidelity protection, it needs a trade off between the success probability and the average fidelity for WMQMR. In this paper, contrasting QFI with fidelity on the same r infers that, for WMPPF or for WMQMR, a scheme protecting the average fidelity of GHZ state does not necessarily protect the average QFI of it and vice versa, and this is our another result. Finally, WMPPF scheme is superior than DN scheme according to both N and the optimal N in phase estimation or frequency estimation. This can give us a reference to choose the optimal N for phase or frequency measurement according to our scheme WMPPF. As to the QFI of the weight factor investigated, our scheme can only protect some of the generalized GHZ state and for some special time. Comparing our scheme with the DN case, we also find that for pure ADC (i.e.,DN case), QFI of weight factor can be protected by increasing the qubit number N, and this conclusion may be valuable for the quantum metrology. It is worth noting that the WM can be easily applied to any types of qubit such as optical polarization qubits, particle-spin qubits 54, 55 and Josephson junction qubits, etc. The experimental implementation of WM was realized recently in a photonic architecture 17, 19, 26, 27 , and the WM has also been demonstrated experimentally with Josephson junction 20 . Therefore, our scheme is a simple and direct method that is entirely feasible with current technology and available not only for optical instruments but also for atomic ones according to the GHZ state and generalized GHZ state. We hope that our scheme can be used in the future.
Methods
The general formula of QFI of phase to the output matrix with special structure. Here we will derive the general formula used for the calculation of average QFI of phase φ on both WMPPF and WMQMR. In this paper, we can apply this general formula to calculate their average QFIs since their matrices of ρ out have the same structure: ( ), which means the appearing probability of ρ out , is the trace of ρ . Here ρ  is the unnormalized output matrix. In the detailed derivation of the Additional information, We find that, for WMPPF case, ρ out to any of the 2 N WM results has this structure, and ρ out of WMQMR also has this structure although with only one WM result. So below we apply the general QFI formula to calculate the QFI of the output state ρ out with this structure which is suitable for both Eq. (9) and Eq. (22) of Additional information 3, 34, 36, 56 : Here |ϕ m 〉 (or |ϕ l 〉) are eigenvectors of ρ out . As E is independant of φ, the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of E have no contributions to the calculation of F φ , we need not to consider E. and only consider those of ρ 1 whose bases are orthogonal to the bases of E. The eigenvalues of ρ 1 of Eq. (10) (or Eq. (24)) in Additional information are: And And without loss of generality, the corresponding eigenvectors of λ 1 and λ 2 are assumed separately 49 : 
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